       
Fast, Simple and Secure.
Integrate Alpha Pay to your existing payment channels,
and tap into the world’s largest cross-border market

AlphaPay is a solution provider to connect local
merchants and Chinese customers using a single
platform that includes all mainstream Chinese
payments --- UnionPay, Alipay and WeChat Pay. We
are committed to bridging the gap between
different markets and cultures through mobile
payment and digital marketing. we empower our
merchants with our proprietary technology and
drive their businesses to the next level.

New Consumers
Traditional Payment Methods

As one of the most trusted payment solution providers in North America, AlphaPay has processed billions of dollars
in transactions for thousands of Canadian merchants. Working with partners from various industries, we provide
tailored solutions to any brick and mortar store and online marketplace making their payment process a convenient
and seamless experience.

    
     
      

            
         

We deal with anything
you could think about
payment

     
Our Proprietary API,
Mobile App,
and online back-office
makes it simple and clear

    

       

Save 20-30%
transaction fee
compare to traditional
payment methods

We create a closed-loop
ecosystem making payments,
tracking and reporting, CRM
and remarketing in one cycle

Our marketing solution optimizes
marketing budget to produce the
best possible outcome by precisely
deliver the message to the target audience.

     

   

  

Fraud protection
and guaranteed
no chargeback

Our marketing tools
build the pathway to
over 1 billion audiences

Our marketing tools can continuously
study and analyze consumer
habit and cultivate brand loyalty

RMB converted to CAD at
the real-time exchange rate
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Customers make
the purchase in RMB

AlphaPay processes the
transaction and settles
the payment

The merchant receives
the payment in CAD

                       

          



                                                   
   

   

             ·
All-in-one standalone ·
Remote payment ·
Static QR code ·
Alpha Pay App ·

    

· PC, H5, App - API integration
· WeChat Mini Program payment
· UnionPay online payment

                          

       





  

7 billion UnionPay cards
are in circulation

countries and regions
accept UnionPay

UnionPay app users make
tap&go payments at over 2.8 million
POS terminals worldwide







More than 1 billion
annual active users

Over 2 billion transactions
processed during 2018
Double 11 Shopping Festival

Marketing campaign increase
week-over-week:
176% in users, 170% in volume

 



    

Monthly active users
Weixin + WeChat

% of all monthly active
users born in 80s or 90s

50% users use WeChat
for at least 90 mins a day

  

                   
        


     

            
         
          

                

   

  

       

     

     
     

   
      

